CMF BINGO NIGHT A HUGE SUCCESS!

Over 100 children gathered for the Children’s Medical Fund of New York’s (CMFNY) Annual Bingo Night. The event took place on January 25, 2013 at the Lutheran Church of the Resurrection in Garden City.

The kids enjoyed an evening of playing bingo, winning fabulous prizes, dancing in between bingo games, and taking home favors. A fun filled night was had by all!

We are especially grateful for the following Garden City Middle School and High School volunteers for organizing this amazing event:

Jodi DiLemme, Casey McLeod, Jenna Wilson, Lisa Gaine, Sarah Greene, Brendan Coors, Connor Campbell, Kevin Greene, Joseph DiLemme, Brendan Campbell, Julia McNally, Jake Genova, Regan Padala, Jack Diller, Anthony Degis, Michael Greene, Jack Greene and Albert Severini.

A special thanks to Nicole Diller, Emily Weber and Amanda Rodriguez for selling raffles throughout the evening.

CMF would also like to acknowledge:

Jillian DiLemme & Gabriella Degis

for baking and selling delicious cupcakes and donating the proceeds!!

Great Job Everyone!!

CMF would like to thank all the bingo players, parents, volunteers and contributors for helping to make a difference in the lives of sick children in our community.